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New Lift Slum Partially Completed with Tempurary Lift Span Still in Place

The Reconstruction of a Notable Railroad Bridge

Ohio River Crossing at Louisville Now Contains Longest

Simple Riveted Span in the World

Pennsylvania Lines at Louisville was the foremost

railway bridge project under way during the past year.

It was the greatest by reason of the length of the structure,

which is almost a mile, because of its weight, which aggre

gates 23,500 tons of structural steel, and because it contains

a record-breaking span of 643 ft. 10% in., the longest

simple, riveted truss span in the world. Considerable his

toric interest also is attached to this project because it marks

the passing of a noted structure among American railway

bridges, the Louisville bridge built by Albert Fink between

1867 and 1870. Through 47 years this old superstructure

carried the increasing loads of railway traffic with but minor

THE RECONSTRUCTION of the Ohio river bridge of the swing span of 264 ft. over the Portland canal, with 25 deck

spans varying from 50 ft. to 245 ft. 5 in. in length. The

two through spans were of the sub-panel Warren type with

cast-iron compression members and wrought-iron, eye-bar

tension members. The trusses were duplex, there being two

complete trusses on each side connected by struts and ties.

The deck spans were all of the Fink type with material of

the same character as that used in the through spans.

Subsequent to first construction certain changes were

made. In 1891, the floor beams of the deck spans, which

were of a unique cast-iron arch type, were reinforced by

placing steel beams on either side of them. About 22 years

ago the truss floor beams of the through spans were equipped
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South Half of the Louisville Bridge

strengthening and when removed was in a remarkable state

of preservation. But like most other railroad bridges built

before the beginning of the new century, it proved inadequate

for present loadings and had to be replaced by a new

structure of greater carrying capacity and also providing

double track. The new bridge, like the old one, is being

built by the Louisville Bridge Company, a corporation con

trolled by the Pennsylvania Company through ownership of

98 per cent of the stock.

The old bridge, as built in 1870, consisted of two through

channel spans of 400 and 370 ft., respectively, and a deck

with equalizers to effect a more uniform distribution of the

load to each of the doubled'trusses. In 1902, the drawspan

was replaced by a through Pratt truss draw. The wooden

stringers were also replaced by steel after 25 to 35 years of

service. In 1900 instructions were issued limiting the weight

of trains crossing the bridge to 3,300 lb. per lin. ft., with

engine axle loads of not over 39,000 lb. The speed was also

restricted to from 8 to 20 miles per hour, depending on the

makeup of the train. The old substructure, of Bedford stone

ashlar masonry on rock foundation, was so well preserved

that it has been used to support the new steel with only such

238
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modifications as were necessary to make it fit the new super

structure. The wrecking of the old structure disclosed the

high grade of workmanship which had been applied in its
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Typical Truss Details of the Indiana Channel Span

fabrication and erection, as demonstrated by the excellent be

havior of the spans through their long service life.

The New Structure

The old superstructure has been replaced largely by spans

of equivalent length on the old piers, except for several im

portant modifications. The old 400-ft. Indiana channel

span and the deck span adjacent to it on the south have been

Grade Level

blance to that of the Ohio Connecting Railroad bridge of the

Pennsylvania Lines across Brunot’s island near Pittsburgh,

which was rebuilt in 1914-15. Both of these bridges contain

two through riveted channel spans of the Petit type, separated

by a long series of riveted deck Warren type truss spans. and

there is a marked similarity in the structural details. There

is also an interesting coincidence in the fact that, until the

completion of the record span of 644 ft. in the Louisville

bridge, the 525-ft. span ‘of the Brunot’s island bridge was the

longest riveted simple truss span in the United States. The

similarity, however. ends there, since the manner of prose

cuting the work in the two structures differed widely.

The Indiana Channel Span

As a record structure, a few of the principal dimensions

of the 644-ft. span are of interest. It consists of 18 sub

panels of 35 ft. 9% in. The height of the trusses is 74 ft.

at the portals and 110 ft. 6 in. at mid-span, measured center

to center of chords. The trusses are 34 ft., center to center,

and the total weight of the span is 6,209 tons.

The top chords and end posts are of a double-I section

with top cover plates and having 60-in. webs and 60-in.

cover plates. The gross sectional areas of the end posts

and maximum top chord members are 562.43 sq. in. and

535.09 sq. in. respectively. The bottom chords are of a

double-web type with maximum net and gross sections of

487.55 and 587.27 sq. in. respectively. The largest gusset

plate, which is at panel point L-4, measures 129 in. by 1%

in. by 13 ft. 10 in. The two webs of the bottom chord are

tied together by diaphragms spaced 10 ft. to 12 ft. apart

with single lacing of 6-in. by %-in. bars attached to hori

zontal plates secured to the webs by means of 8-in. by 8-in.

angles. The top chords and end posts are stiffened by dia

phragms at intervals of 6 ft. to 9 ft. and the lower edges of

the two webs are tied together by lacing bars and tie plates,

except that the lacing bars are omitted in the top chords by

providing that the spaces between the ends of the tie plates

are not greater than three feet.

The floor system, following the design used on the Ohio

Connecting Railroad bridge, consists of duplicate fioor beams

at each panel point, one each to support the stringers in the

panel on either side. This makes the floor system at each

panel a complete, independent unit; an arrangement that is

especially convenient in erection. The end bearing detail

of the span is of massive proportions; the bearing pin is

24 in. in diameter and the expansion bearing consists of

eight segmental rollers having a diameter of 2 ft. 6 in. and a

length of 4 ft. The span rests on a grillage 2 ft. 2 in. deep

and 11 ft. long transverse of the piers, which in turn is sup
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North Half of the Louisville Bridge

replaced by a single span 643 ft. my. in. long center to

center of end bearings. Two of the deck truss spans at the

north end of the bridge have been replaced by two deck

girder spans of 32 ft. and 99 ft. 6 in. respectively. The old

center pier drawspan has been replaced by a span of 264 ft.,

center to center of piers, operated as a vertical lift, while the

necessity for flanking this by 39-ft. tower spans introduced

a modification in the makeup of the spans immediately ad

jacent to the draw. ‘

Except for the presence of the lift span, the new super

structure of the Louisville bridge bears a striking resem

ported on a grillage covering the entire length of the pier and

consisting of eight girders 3 ft. 9 in. deep. The material is

high tension steel for main members of the trusses and floor

system and medium steel for the gusset plates, bracing and

minor details. The rivets are K; in., l in. and 1%; in. in

diameter.

The details of the 370-ft. Kentucky channel span corre

spond very closely to those of the large span. One differ

ence is noted in the fact that the end post occupies only one

sub-panel and therefore has a much steeper slope. Some idea

of the relative proportions of the new double-track bridge
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as compared to the single-track structure which it replaces is

to be obtained by a comparison of the weights per foot of

track of the new and old superstructure for this span, these

being 12,272 lb. and 3,050 lb. respectively. The new 644-ft.

span weighs 19,650 lb. per ft.

, The Lift Span

The lift span is composed of through riveted trusses 260

ft. long, center to center of end bearings, and weighs about

1,320 tons. Towers flanking it on either end afford means

for lifting the span a distance of 32.3 ft. to give a clear head~

room of 79 ft. above the pool level of the canal. The oper

ating details of this structure conform very closely to those

used in the Pennsylvania Lines bridges over the Chicago and

Calumet rivers at Chicago. The counterweight towers are

105 ft. high from the top of masonry to the center line of the

15-ft. sheaves from which the span and the counterweights

are hung by sixteen 2%;-in. wire ropes at each corner. The

sheaves consist of seven cast-steel rim segments with special

steel web members connecting them to cast-steel hubs which

are bored for 24-in. diameter shafts. The counterweights

are of concrete cast in structural steel frames. Compensa

tion for the weight of the carrying cables is accomplished by

means of cast-iron link chains swung between the bottoms

of the concrete counterweights and points at mid-height on

the towers.

Power is supplied for moving this span up and down by

cables attached near the bottoms and tops of the towers and

passing over sheaves at the ends of the top chords to drums

on hoisting equipment in a house over the center of the span.

The hoisting equipment consists of two 150-h.p., 220-volt,

3-phase, 60-cycle induction motors. There are three forms

of control, one automatic by means of two solenoid brakes,

and two manual through an electric brake and a hand brake.

Duplicate control of the structure is provided since it

may be operated from a cabin suspended inside of the trusses

below the machinery house, and also from an interlocking

tower located just south of the bridge which controls not only

the movement of the trains that cross the bridge but also

the throat of a yard located just south of the canal. Ex

cessive vibration in bringing the structure to bearing on the

bridge seat is avoided through the provision for pneumatic

The grade of the bridge between and including the two

channel spans, a distance of 2,242 ft., is level, with ap

proach grades of 1.38 and 1.443 per cent ascending from the

north and south respectively. The 1.443 per cent grade ex

I
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Outlines of the End Bearing for the 644-F00t Span

tends across the lift span and was taken care of entirely in

the attachment of the floor beams to the trusses, so that the

bottom chords of the span could be level. There is a pos

sibility that grade separation work in the city of Louisville

 

 

 

  

 

 

Falsework for the Erection of the Deck Truss Spans

buffers consisting essentially of cylindrical plungers passing

into cylindrical tubes from which the delayed escape of the

contained air through small orifices serves to bring the span

to rest gradually.

to the north of this structure will require some future modi

fication of the track grade at the south end of the bridges

and as a means of facilitating a change of grade across the

lift span, the rivet spacing of the connections of the floor
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beams to the posts has been made uniform so that the beams

may be readily moved up variable distances on the posts.

Erection

The erection of the bridge proceeded slowly because of the

masonry changes that had to be carried on simultaneously

with the placing of the new steel. The first work to be done
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Elevation of the Upper Half of a Bent in the Falsework Used

Under the 644-Foot Span

was on Group 5, the deck spans between the Indiana chan

nel and the north abutment; this was started June 1, 1916,

and finished October 1, of the same year. The next section

was Group 3A, the five deck spans between the two channel

spans requiring from September 1 to December 15, 1916.

Ink:

.4 five i2451332M P/m. —

Elevation of the Falsework

The 370-ft. through span was erected between April 25 and

July 10, 1917. The remaining deck trusses were erected

between May 10, 1917, and January 20,’ 1918. The erection

of the superstructure of the group of spans centered about

the lift span started on March 1, 1918, and was completed

on September 10 of the same year, while the work on the

great Indiana channel span was started on April 20, 1918,

and is now practically complete.

  

The old masonry was found to be in excellent condition

and, although built for single track, the piers were found to

be of adequate length to carry the new double-track structure

after being provided with longitudinal steel grillages con

creted into new copings. In the case of the piers supporting

the old Fink trusses, the bridge seat was located just under

the top chords so that in order to erect the new deck trusses

it was necessary to cut down these piers to afford space for

hearing shoes below the level of the new bottom chords, and

since the piers had an appreciable end batter, the new pier

tops at the lower level were considerably longer than at the

old level. However, this change in the masonry proved to be

a considerable obstacle to the work since the rate at which

the 01d superstructure could be replaced by the new was

controlled very largely by the speed at which the alterations

to the masonry could be made.

The falsework for the deck spans consisted of towers of

frame posts resting on the rock bottom of the river and car

rying plate girder spans below the level of the bottom chords

of the new spans. On these, frame bents were erected to

support the bridge floor and the old trusses at the level of the

top chords. The old trusses were then taken down and the

new ones erected, after which the floor system was replaced

panel by panel. In the meantime the old piers were removed

down to the new level and the grillages installed and con

creted in place.

The erection of the Indiana channel span was by far the

most formidable problem of the project, not only because of

the great weight of 6,209 tons which had to be maintained on

the falsework, but because of the very swift current that flows

in the channel under this span. Some idea of the velocity

of the water may be gained from the fact that there is a fall

in the river of 23 ft. in one mile. Erection on falsework

under these circumstances would have been an impossibility

but for the fact that the depth of water is only from 8 to 10

ft., with a maximum of about 16 ft. The bottom is bare

solid rock. The problem was complicated by the necessity

for removing the intermediate pier carrying the south end of

the old channel span and the need for strengthening the pier

to carry the south end of the new span, since this pier now

carries a far greater reaction than under the previous arrange

S/a/y/rd€r

spans

[ms of

.5351 CIoCP/ers.

Under the 644-Foot Span

ment. This was accomplished by inclosing it with a three

foot thickness of new stone masonry on all sides. The pier

is 100 ft' high from top of footing to base of rail and the re—

inforcement entailed the use of 1,392 cu. yd. of masonry in

the neatwork and 64 cu. yd. in the coping.

The reconstruction of this pier was accomplished by sur

rounding it with a rock crib to produce a pool of still water.

A cofl'erdam was then built inside of this and worked down
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through the loose rock to the bottom of the river, after which

it was unwatered and the footing concreted.

Work on the new masonry was facilitated by building a

gallows frame supported on the pier and spanning over the

track with sufficient clearance to allow the passage of trains.

This was equipped with two derrick booms which were used

to handle the stones delivered on cars and set them into place

in the pier. Material for concrete work was stored in a bin

built on the bottom chord of the new deck span to the south,

the material being chuted from cars spotted above. As the old

deck span to the north was not placed on falsework during this

operation it wasnecessary to support the end of this span

over the pier by means of a SO-ft. girder placed crosswise un

der the end shoes of the old span and supported on frame

bents at the two ends of the pier.

Falsework for the Indiana Channel Span

One of the drawings shows an elevation of the falsework

used in erecting the 644-ft. span. It consists of a series of

frame bent towers supporting deck plate girders. The portion

of the falsework under the old span was complicated by the

need of placing these girders low enough to clear the bottom of

the old span so that the construction was similar to that used

in erecting the deck spans. Under old channel span each

falsework tower consisted of four bents containing 16 posts

each. The most difficult part of the work was to place these

posts in the swift current. To accomplish this a timber

frame or box truss was designed to surround the entire lower

story of the tower. It was built above water, suspending it

from lines depending from a creeper traveler riding on the

top chords of the old through truss span. This frame was

held at a. fixed distance out from the pier or the nearest tower

previously erected by struts hinged at the ends so as not to

interfere with an up-and-down motion of these box trusses.

The trusses were fitted with four posts located at approxi

mater the quarter points of each outside bent so that when

the box trusses were lowered these four posts could be

brought to bearing on the river bottom. With the frames

  

  

of these I-beams were cross-braced to form a horizontal truss.

An elevation of the top section of the tower bents shows

how the posts were grouped to support the various parts of

the superimposed live and dead loads. Two girders in the

center carried the track used for revenue traffic and for the

delivery of new steel. On either side of these, grillages were

provided to carry the sand boxes under panel points of the
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Method of Removing the Old Draw Span and Erecting the

New Lift Span

trusses, while on the outside pairs of girders were placed to

support the traveler tracks.

The gallows frame traveler which was used in the erection

of the new structure was 139 ft. 10 in. high from top of rail

to top of trolley girders and consisted of two pairs of bents

placed 35 ft. 9 in. center to center in the direction of the

tracks. Each pair of bents carried a pair of trolley girders

which supported trolleys equipped with main falls of 14

 

  

 

Erecting the Falsework Under the Old Indiana Channel Span

thus supported, the rest of the posts for the tower were let

down into place in succession between guides in this frame.

Each post was fitted with a cast iron pyramidal shoe and

brought to a solid bearing on the rock by subjecting it to

several blows with a steam hammer.

N0 sway bracing was provided between the towers, but four

lines of 30—in. I-beams at a level of 31 ft. above the bottom

were spanned from tower to tower‘and made continuous be

tween the piers to serve as sash bracing. The two inside lines

parts of %-in. wire rope and auxiliary falls carrying a single

sheave block. The hoisting engines were carried on trailers

standing on the traveler track. The heaviest member erected

with this traveler weighed 129 tons.

All parts of the old span were removed by a locomotive

crane, the members being cut apart with an oxy-acetylene

torch. The work was started at the south end, the old deck

span being replaced by the new steel first. The new span

was detailed to have a camber of 1 ft. 4% in. as erected (un
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der no stress), which reduced to a camber of 7.32 in. when

under dead load after the span had been swung free of the

falsework. '

The deck spans were replaced under traffic, using a small

tower traveler standing astride the operated track and sup

ported on rails 19 ft. 2% in. center to center. This was

made of frame posts and floor beams taken from the old

structure.

Special Problem in the Lift Span

The replacement of the old swing span by the new lift

span was a problem of no mean proportions since the work

had to proceed with a minimum of interference with the

operation of both rail and canal traffic. The solution was to

place the south half of the old span on falsework and replace

the north half by a temporary lift span consisting of a pair

of 88-ft. girders raised and lowered by lines from gallows

frames supported on bents adjacent to each side of the north

draw opening. A minimum interference with the canal traf

fic required that the interval from the time that the swing

span was rendered inoperative until the temporary lift span

was ready for use should be as short as possible. This was

accomplished as follows: The lift span was delivered on the

bridge on two flat cars and was picked up by lines from the

gallows frames so that the cars could be released. The portion

of the old floor system under the temporary span was cut

away from the trusses, most of it being lashed to the under

side of temporary girders which were then lowered into a po

sition to carry traffic. One hundred feet of the north ends

of the old trusses was then cut away and removed so as not

to obstruct the channel when the lift span was raised.

The temporary lift span was raised and lowered by means

of hand crabs, the span was counterweighed by means of

rails suspended from the falsework. The operation of open

ing and closing the span occupied about 20 min.

After the temporary lift span was installed the towers for

the permanent lift were erected and the portion of the old

span over the south channel and the pivot pier was replaced

by the portion of the new span shown in full lines in the

drawing. Navigation was then closed and the remaining

members of the trusses were placed by the cantilever method,

the temporary span being maintained operative between them';

When the trusses were completed the traffic over the bridge

was stopped and the temporary span removed and replaced

by the permanent floor system, whereupon the bridge was re

stored to rail traffic after an interval of eight hours. The

blockade of the canal traffic from the time that the truss

members fouled the channel until the new lift span became

operative was seven days, but as the river traffic was inconse

quential the delay was of little concern.

The erection of the bridge, with the use of the-operating

track by work trains supplying material for the newstructure

and removing the material released from the old one, intro

duced possibilities of serious interference between the con

struction operations and the conduct of revenue traffic. This

was overcome by adjusting train schedules to avoid the

movement of revenue trains on the bridge during the work

day hours. Some of the trains were diverted to other bridges

crossingv the Ohio at Louisville; concentration of movements

was also arranged at night and during the noon hour.

This bridge was designed and built under the direction

of J. C. Bland, bridge engineer of the Pennsylvania Lines

West. The Pennsylvania Steel Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.,

had the contract for the entire superstructure, the erection be

ing under the direction of J. L. Poffenberger, engineer, and

]. J. Kelley, general foreman. The masonry changes were

made partly by the railroad and partly by separate con

tractors. The work on the substructure for the lift span, after

being partly completed under an independent contract was

taken over and completed by the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

Labor Recruiting Conference at Chicago

CONFERENCE ox WAGES and means of recruiting

A labor for railroads was held in the auditorium‘of

the Insurance Exchange Building, Chicago, Jan

uary 20 and 21. It was called by the Federal Employment

Service for the purpose of developing, if possible, some

means of co-operation between officers of the railroads and

the Employment Service and was attended by some- 25

railroad officers and representatives of various departments

of the Federal Service. Sanford H. E. Freund, director of

the clearance division, United States Employment Service,

Washington, D. C., presided.

In their opening addresses Mr. Freund and Charles J.

Boyd, general superintendent of the Illinois free employment

offices, expressed the opinion that while there is a well de

fined labor surplus at the present time, there is every reason

to believe that there will be a decided labor shortage within

a very few months, particularly in common labor. The

reasons given for this are the rapidity with which men re

leased from the army and war industries have been placed

in positions and the fact that this country is new short

2,000,000 men‘ through the failure of immigration in recent

years, since it has always been the immigrant who has af

forded the supply of common labor in the past. Mr. Freund

urged upon the railroad men the necessity for co-operating

with the 750 government agencies. He said that competition

between the federal bureaus and those maintained by the

railroads would be harmful to both and would increase the

labor turnover.

In speaking for the railroads, W. G. Beird, federal man

ager of the Chicago/& Alton, admitted that the railroad situa

tion was grave, particularly with respect to unskilled labor.

A particularly unfortunate feature in connection with the

unskilled labor is that it is less efficient than formerly, so

that one of the most important problems is to restore it to

its former efficiency. He said that after listening to con

siderable of the discussion it was his opinion that there was

a missing link between the organizations of the Federal Em—

ployment Service and the railroads and as a means of se

curing this necessary connection he believed it should be

the sense of the meeting to call upon the United States

Railroad Administration to appoint a committee to confer

with representatives of the Employment Service to formulate

the necessary means of united action. '

Representatives of a great many of the different state

branches of the Federal Employment Service spoke of the

success of their work, quoting figures as to the large number

of men to whom they had given employment. They decried

the failure of railroad officers to co-operate with them and

assumed a rather critical attitude concerning the employment

practices of the railroads. Exception was taken to this by

Robert H. Ford valuation engineer, Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, who reviewed the labor problem of the past few

.years in detail and called attention to the fact that the prob

lem is not solely one of searching out the man without a

job and putting him to work, but also of keeping him at

work. This means that the working and living conditions

must be favorable. Moreover, the floater must be prevented

from traveling all over the country at the expense of the

railroads. He gave as one reason why the federal service

was unable to supply men properly during the past year, that

they were too much concerned with supplying men for other

employments at higher rates and cited instances of the in

tense competition of varied independent agencies of the

Employment Service with each other. He also quoted from

orders of the regional director of the Western region warn

ing railroad officers that applications for men at the Federal

Employment offices did not relieve the railroad man of
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Old Ohio River Bridge at Louisville—Nearly

Fifty Years in Service

Modernization is about to destroy a landmark of bridge

engineering, the Louisville bridge across the Ohio River

between Louisville, Ky., and Jeffersonville, Ind., used by

the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh. Its larger

part consists of spans of the long-obsolete Fink type.

It is one of the few surviving railway bridges having

cast-iron members. It has been continuously in railway

The bridge is practically a mile long (5250 ft.). It

consists of a long succession of deck spans of the truss

rod type, originated by Fink, in spans up to 245 ft. 5 in.,

and two through channel spans of Warren type with

vertical hangers and subtie system. Its top chords are

of cast iron—octagonal with a round central hole, the

ends squared. Its bottom chords and tension diagonals

FIG. 1. AN EARLY PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OLD LOUISVILLE BRIDGE, COMPLETED IN 1870

One of the unsymmetrical Fink spans, 12 panels, 180 ft. long, is seen in the foreground; the nearer through span is the

400-ft. Indiana Channel span

service for 47 years and now is not worn out, but is

forced into the scrap heap by the increase of railway

loads and the need for a second track.

In 1872, two years after the completion of the Louis

ville bridge, Albert Fink, in writing the Chief Engineer's

final report, said: “The bridge has stood

during that time as severe a test as it can ever be sub

jected to. Experience so far has not developed any defect

either in plan or execution.”

The bridge has stood since that early day the test of

modern railway traffic, far more severe than any foreseen

by Fink. Engineers of the present day will readily grant

that it has proved itself remarkably durable and that it

bears testimony to the excellent work of the bridge

engineers of half a century ago.

In its 47 years of service the bridge has required

practically no repairs and no reconstruction or replace

ment except in the floor system. It has had only three

coats of paint since its first field painting.

are of eye-bars, and its posts and compression diagonals

of Phoenix columns.

Fig. 1 shows the bridge as it was built, and as the

larger part of the structure—it is in process of replace

ment—still appears today. The Portland Canal draw

at the Louisville end (see span diagram, Fig. 2) was

replaced 15 years ago by a “modern” Pratt truss draw,

which except for the difference in type and make-up looks

as old now as the rest of the bridge.

The deck spans are typified in all details by the

longest, the 245-ft. 5-in. spans of 16 panels, Fig. 3.

JIowever, there are 10-panel and 12-panel spans also,

and their webbing necessarily is unsymmetrical (see near

span in Fig. 1). The sketches in Fig. 4 give the

arrangement of posts and truss rods. The 50-ft. approach

spans have four panels, the 210-ft. spans 16 panels like

the longer ones.

Cast-iron arch floorbeams with iron tie-rods are a

special feature of these Fink spans. Their form is
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FIG. 2.

clearly apparent from the cross-section in Fig. 3. The

end of the floorbeam forms the connection block between

post and top chord, and the floorbeams themselves

constitute also the upper struts of the sway system.

Therefore, although the floor loads today are being carried

by steel floorbeams (placed 25 years ago), the old cast

iron floorbeams are still in place. The lower struts of

the sway bracing are also cast-iron members.

In their 20 years’ service the cast-iron floorbeams

gave some trouble. Their tie-bars, originally shrunk on,

tended to become loose—it was believed because of wear

at the pins. Some of them were reshrunk, while others

FIG. 3.

were fitted with turnbuckles. After many years one of

the arches broke on account of loose tie-bars; it was not

strong enough as a beam to carry the stringer load.

In 1891 the cast-iron floorbeams in all the deck spans

were displaced by steel (that is, put out of service, though

ieft in position). A pair of shallow plate-girders was

set at each floorbeam, a girder on either side of the arch,

with ends resting on the top chords of the trusses.

WOODEN STRINGERS IN SERVICE 25 To 35 YEARS

The original stringers throughout the bridge, on the

through spans as well as the deck spans, were pairs of

8x16-in. white-pine timbers. As they rotted out, they

were replaced by yellow-pine timbers of the same size.

Some time after the floorbeam replacement on the deck

spans, however, a start was made in putting in steel

I-beam stringers. The stringers of the two through spans

and the six deck spans between were replaced by steel

in 1895 and 1896. Ten years later the remaining spans

were equipped similarly.

In general, the durability of the timber was very

satisfactory. The early failure of the wooden stringers

was due largely to rotting and crushing at the ends,

where they rested on the floorbeams. This rotting and

the liability to fire were the reasons for the substitution.

DoUBLE-TRUss CoNSTRUCTION OF THE THROUGH SPAN's

The two through-truss spans are most remarkable for

their duplex construction. Each side or truss is made

up of two identically equal trusses set close, side by

side. Why this was necessary may be gathered from the

fact that in 1870 the 400-ft. span was “the longest truss

FINK DECK SPAN OF 16 PANELS, LOUISVILLE BRIDGE

Ż # t

* ansAA%; &

fivees fºe, A7%foa Pers' "

DIAGRAM ELEVATION OF LOUISVILLE BRIDGE ACROSS THE OHIO RIVER

girder yet completed in America” and from the heavy

sections required in the individual members. The posts,

Phoenix columns, range from 5% to 17 in. in diameter

and have sectional areas from 5.7 to 60 sq.in. Members

of double the latter size might have been beyond the

manufacturing resources of the day, and in any case the

details of their connection to the eye-bars would have

been very difficult. Probably the same is true of the

east-iron top chords, octagonal sections of 14 in. in

diameter, with central circular hole giving 1- to 1%-in.

thickness of iron.

The duplex truss construction (see the cross-section

in Fig. 7, which shows the complete

independence of the component trusses)

presented an interesting difficulty.

It was necessary to connect the com

ponent trusses together and at the

same time make each carry its own

TTTTTTTTTTT

10-Panel Span

le-Panel Spen

FIG. 4. DIAGRAMS OF FINK

TRUSS SPANS

weight and take a true half-share of the floor load. The

former requirement was met by erecting the two trusses

separately:

The trusses on either side of the roadway are now securelv

connected by bolts and struts; but before being thus con

nected each was allowed to support its own weight, and

assume its natural camber, uninfluenced by any connection

with its neighbor. By this precaution the possibility of undue

Strains from inaccuracy of workmanship was avoided.

It is of interest to note that when thus swung independ

ently no perceptible difference could be observed in the

camber of the four trusses, which, while supporting each its

own weight, were bolted together without reaming or

chipping.

The connection by cast-iron separator “struts” is in

dicated in Figs. 7 and 8. In the bottom chord it occurs

at the ends only, but the floorbeam connections also serve

as spacers.

The second problem, equal division of the floor loads,

was solved by help of the truss-rod construction of the

double 12-in. I-floorbeams. The pair of I’s was extended

under both trusses and connected to both by similar sets

of hangers; and the trussing eye-bars were connected to

the I-beams in the center line between the two trusses.

This method of connection appears to have sufficed

for equal live-load distribution so far as the major

members of the trusses are concerned; the truss separators

would help to prevent unequal deflection. But at the

subhangers the equal distribution of the single panel load

to the hanger bars was not secured, apparently. At

any rate a system of equalizer levers was put in at these

points 20 years ago, which divides the load equally among

the individual hanger bars of the two trusses.
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A few details of the truss construction are reproduced

in Fig. 8. The general drawing, Fig. 7, shows the form

of the portal and sway systems—all cast iron.

A prominent feature of the through spans is found

in the eye-bars. The thinnest, which occur in the second

panel, are only #3 in thick in the body (all the bars

are 6 in. wide. The heads of the bars are thickened,

however, so that they possess lower bearing pressure and

better resistance to dishing in the head than might be

expected from the dimensions of the bars. The heads

were forged separately and welded to the body of the bar.

The stiff diagonals in the middle panel are supple

mented by eye-bars extending alongside. This provides

for counter stresses. Fig. 7 does not show these counter

have with this load [2600 lb. per lin.ft.] a strain of from

7000 to 8000 lb. per sq.in.; while the bottom chords of these

spans, and the main system of the suspension trusses, which

rarely, if ever, are subjected to the calculated maximum

strain, are proportioned for a strain of 12,000 lb. per sq.in.

The other tension members of the bridge are proportioned for

intermediate strains, 7000 lb. being the least and 12,000 lb.

the greatest strain with a full load.

The iron in the bridge (other than cast) was wrought

iron of “not less than 60,000 lb. per sq.in. breaking

strength.”

On this point of strength, however, interesting figures

were obtained by J. C. Bland, Engineer of Bridges, Penn

sylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, in connection with an

analysis of the entire bridge in 1901, made to fix the

maximum loading that could be used. Of the 6-in. eye-bars

| |- | #1 | -

FIG. 5 ERECTION OF ONE OF THE FINK DECK SPANS OF THE LOUISVILLE BRIDGE

Reproduction of an 1869 photograph

ties, which indicates the possibility that they were added

after the original plans had been drawn.

The only alterations made in these two spans since

construction were installing hanger equalizers and pro

viding steel I-beam stringers. Some adjustment of the

expansion rollers was required, when these were found

to have grooved into their bed plates and rusted fast.

W 0ADS AND STRESSES; MATERIAL

The bridge was designed to carry a rolling load of

2600 lb. per lin.ft. The present-day loads are probably

somewhat more than 50% higher. However, the original

unit stresses were low, and this accounts for the fact

that the bridge has not been fatally overloaded before

this. Concerning the unit stresses, Mr. Fink said:

The factor of safety in the cast-iron chords is from 6 to 7,

and in the wrought-iron braces from 5 to 6, by Hodgkinson's

formula.

The strain in the wrought-iron tension members is varied

according to their position and duty; for example, the sus

pension and small truss-bars of the channel spans, which are

subjected to a maximum load at the passage of each train,

forming the lower chord of the trussed floorbeams of the

through spans, four were selected at random, taken out,

and subjected to full-size test. The results were:

Maximum

Elastic Limit Strength,

Span Lb. per sq.In. Lb. per Sq.In.

370 ft. 29,580 46,340

370 ft. 30,590 45,880

400 ft. 33,320 34,835

400 ft. 34,157 42,824

Note. Tests 1, 2 and 4 broke in the head. Test 3 broke in the body of the bar,

123 in. from pin center.

DEFLECTION AND CAMBER

All trusses of the bridge were cambered, the amount of

erection camber being such as to bring each span into

straight condition under full live-load. The flexibility

of the Fink trusses appears to have been rather high,

as might be judged from their shallow proportions and

the slight inclination of the longest truss eye-bars. The

longest Fink spans, 245 ft. 5 in. in length, were tested

under a train of four locomotives weighing 200 tons; the

center deflection was 1% in. and the quarter-point de

flection 114 in.
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FIG. 7. INDIANA CHANNEL SPAN OF LOUISVILLE BRIDGE

As to the deflections of the through spans, no statement

is found, but these may be judged from the amount of

camber built in. This camber was provided by making

each member shorter or longer by the amount it would

extend or compress under maximum load. “In fixing

the amount of camber for each span, the design has been

to make it such that under a maximum load the span

would be straight.” But for the Fink trusses the camber

was put in “by calculating the length of the chains for

a length of post less than the true length by the ordinate

at that point.”

The camber of the two channel spans is given as 212

in. for the 400-ft. span and 314 in. for the 370-ft. span.

The difference presumably is due to settlement of the

falsework.

285ubcare/s 2 A*/

/ //

/4 Me/a/ /#"Meta/

/6 Bars, 6% £Bars, 6:4"

Construction of the bridge began in 1867. Erection

of the superstructure was started May, 1868, and finished

Feb. 1, 1870. The first train ran over the bridge on

Feb. 24, 1870. This was considerably behind time, due

to two reasons—delay on the part of the masonry con
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tractor (which led to the engineers completing the work

by force account) and the loss of the last steel span to

be erected. The construction work is well portrayed

by the original views, Figs. 5 and 6.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE BRIDGE

The piers all rest directly on the river bedrock. A

working track supported on 6-ft. square cribs 36 to 40 ft.

apart, set diagonally to the current, was bolted down into

wedge fastenings in the rock by 4-in. bolts. All masonry

and material were handled on this track.

Erection of the Fink spans was managed with the

very simple falsework shown in Fig. 5. An elaborate

enveloping falsework and scaffolding, however, was re

EXPANSION BEARING

-

During the life of the bridge it was painted with one

coat in 1877, one coat in 1889 and one coat in 1901, or

only three coats during the 47 years from its completion

up to date. All these coats (subsequent to the erection

coat) consisted of straight red lead and oil, without

coloring. The oil was bought raw and boiled on the job.

The last coat of paint was in splendid condition when

11 or 12 years old, which agreed with the previous ex

perience that repainting at 10- or 12-year intervals kept

the bridge in perfect shape without pitting, flaking or

other defects. However, the repainting due about 1913

was omitted because plans for reconstruction were under

way. The result is that, although the paint in general

iooks good (though rather thin), there are occasional

- Ano

#

SUBPANEL HANGER CONNECTIONS

FIG. 8. SOME TYPICAL DETAILS of: THE LARGE THROUGH-SPAN

quired for the through spans. Upper-chord traveling

cranes, as can be seen in the photograph, handled the

material for these spans.

A few figures of weight and cost may be of interest.

For the entire bridge, 5261% ft. long, the total iron

weight is 8,869,000 lb., comprising the following items:

Cast iron, 4,317,000 lb.; wrought iron, 3,245,000 lb.;

column iron, 914,000 lb.; beam iron, 393,000 lb. In

addition, the amount of timber in rail joists and cross

ties comprises 291,000 and 260,000 ft. b.m. The weights

of four lengths of spans are as given in Table 1. The

costs of the same span lengths are expressed in Table 2

and the construction cost of the whole bridge, $1,653,

586.86, is itemized in Table 3. The original estimate

was about 10% lower.

TABLE 1

—Span Cast Wrought Column Beam

In. Iron Iron Iron Iron Total

146 10} 101,453 63,904 6,320 . . . . . . 171,677

242 - - - 213,000 180,000 37,200 . . . . . . 430,000

3.68 - - - 480,953 350,928 228,473 60,694 1, 121,048

396 2: 570,585 478,022 280,920 75,938 1,405,465

TABLE 2

Framing and - -

–Span Raising Raising

Ft. In. Ironwork Falsework Span

146 10} $11,758 $450 $700

242 - - - 30,056 2,500 2,000

3.68 - - - 87,764 5,500 4,880

396 2: 107,995 8,500 10,070

TABLE 3

ion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $615,702.52Foundation. 703,067.40

114,041.75

###igging. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, ... I

£ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 12,566.72

Engineering ($45,560.97) and other expenses... . . . . . . . . . . . 120,780.55
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FIG. 9.

-

PART OF THE LOUISVILLE BRIDGE AS IT APPEARS TODAY

View toward Louisville, showing Kentucky Channel span

places where flaking patches indicate that the protection

is about at an end.

A most unusual proceeding was the painting of the

inside of all Phoenix column members in the bridge,

which was done a number of years ago. Some interior

rusting of these columns had been noticed or was sus

pected, and the painting was decided on.

A force pump was used as the painting tool. A hose

from the pump led to a perforated nozzle, which was

inserted into the column through a hole at the top,

lowered and raised up as the spraying proceeded. The

paint was practically in brush condition. It sprayed

perfectly. The pressure being high, it tended to wash

the metal and took off a certain amount of rust, which

was caught with the excess paint in a tub at the bottom.

This was an iron oxide paint. It is still in good condition

and has not lost color materially.

BRIDGE SHows GREAT DURABILITY; FEw REPAIRs

This bridge has existed for its entire period of life

without any trouble with rivets or any replacement of

rivets—an unusual experience with riveted work.

A peculiar feature of the rivets is that they were

“beveled for half their length” to enable the rivet to fill

the hole when upset.

All other elements of the structure have been almost

as durable. There has been a slight amount of wear

of the lateral rods where the two rods of a panel cross

and rub on each other under the movement of the bridge.

This and the loss of free movement at expansion rollers

(of the through span; the deck spans slide on plate

bearings) are virtually the only things that might be

called wear in the bridge. There has been practically

no pin wear so far as is observed in the pins already

removed in the reconstruction. However, one main pin

in a Fink span broke a couple of years ago and had to

be replaced.

The pier masonry was repainted 18 years ago. The

masonry is today in perfectly good condition and is used

for the new bridge, the piers being cut down to suit.

The bridge was erected by the forces of the Louisville

Bridge Co. (the owner). The ironwork was fabricated

by the Louisville Bridge and Iron Co. The masonry

contract was taken over by the company and carried

through to completion by force account. Concerning the

men in responsible charge of the work, Mr. Fink after

commending F. W. Vaughan, Principal Assistant Engi

neer, says:

Mr. Vaughan was ably seconded by Mr. Edwin Thacher,

assistant engineer in charge of the instrumental work, and

Messrs. Patrick Flannery and M. J. O'Connor, in charge of

the masonry construction, and Mr. Henry Bolla, in charge of

the erection of the superstructure—a most difficult task well

performed. The Louisville Bridge and Iron Co., contractors

for the superstructure, have faithfully carried out the plans

furnished them, and great credit is due to Mr. E. Benjamin,

superintendent for that company, for the perfect execution

of this work. The wrought iron was furnished to the Louis

ville Bridge and Iron Co. by the Ohio Falls Iron Works, and

satisfactorily stood the test applied.

Should Not Engineering Teachers

Know How To Teach?

BY A. M. SHAW*

There is a general and insistent demand for an im

provement in both the intellectual equipment and the

ethical standards of the members of the engineering pro

fession and particularly of those seeking admission to

its ranks. A most encouraging feature of this agitation

is that the demand for improvement springs from within

the profession rather than from without.

The means advocated for securing the improvement

desired cover a wide range, from the elimination of the

inefficient and those lacking in enthusiasm for the work

to the extension of the university courses in engineering

from the usual four years to five or even six years. In

addressing the freshman class of the University of Min

nesota, Dean Shenehon said':

Primarily, I want to congratulate you upon your choice

of a profession and upon your chance in life. It is only a

chance, an opportunity thus far Undertaking work

in the College of Engineering shows courage, for only strong

men knowingly enter here where the portion is man's work.

No mollycoddles may hope to prosper here. . I do not

hesitate to tell you frankly at the outset that the task be

ore you is not child's play nor boy’s work; because if any

of you does not thrill at the prospect of a stiff fight or a

swift race, he is not of such stuff as engineers are made of

—he is not in the right group.

In a recent address before the Engineers’ Society of

Western Pennsylvania, Dr. J. A. L. Waddell said:
For 30 years the speaker has been preaching the neces

sity of five-year courses in civil engineering. As long ago as

that there was a real need for more time in order to learn

the fundamentals of the general science or art of engineering

as then known and understood; but since then the amount of

knowledge concerning all the numerous branches thereof

has increased many fold, and, consequently, the truly neces

sary things that an engineering student must learn today in

order to obtain a proper technical training cannot be taught

him in a four-year course, even if there be 11 working months

in the year—as there should be when fieldwork is properly

covered.

In order that technical education may keep pace with

engineering progress, one of two things must be done—

either the engineering curricula in the universities and tech

nical schools must be lengthened, or else they must be modi

*Consulting Engineer, Hibernia Building, New Orleans, La.

1“Addresses to Engineering Students,” published by Wad

dell & Harrington, Kansas City, Mo.

2"Proceedings” of the Society, Vol. 32, p. 467.
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